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New Submission
2 messages

N.H. Haryanti  <ninishadiharyanti@gmail.com> Fri, Feb 3, 2023 at 4:15 AM
To: editor@pjlss.edu.pk

Dear Editor PJLSS,

Please find the attachment of my paper for your review for publication in PJLSS. Best 

regards,

Dr. N.H. Haryanti 

haryanti_submit_PJLSS.docx
410K

editor@pjlss.edu.pk <editor@pjlss.edu.pk> Fri, Feb 3, 2023 at 10:27 AM  
To: N.H.Haryanti <ninishadiharyanti@ulm.ac.id>

Dear Dr. Haryanti, Greetings

I appreciate your interest in publishing with PJLSS. This is to let you know that we have received your article for
peer review.

---
Best Regards

Editor
Pakistan Journal of Life and Social Sciences (PJLSS)
Email: editor@pjlss.edu.pk
[Quoted text hidden]
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Reviewer's Comments (PJLSS-23-110062)
2 messages

editor@pjlss.edu.pk <editor@pjlss.edu.pk> Fri, Jun 2, 2023 at 12:46 PM  
To: N.H. Haryanti <ninishadiharyanti@ulm.ac.id>

Dear Dr. Haryanti, Greetings 

Thank you for sending in your research paper for review, with the topic "Manufacture of Biobriquettes from Alaban
(Vitex pubescens) Biomass Waste and Rubber Seed Shells using Damar Resin Adhesive.” This email is to let you
know that the review assessment committee has suggested major changes to your research article. In the
attached files, every remark is clearly mentioned. Please note that significant revisions are required. In case all
suggested changes are not incorporated, the paper will be rejected.

Make a careful effort to include all the modifications suggested by the reviewers. Do not forget to highlight all the
changes in the revised document. You can submit the revised article before June 13, 2023. 

If you need any assistance, feel free to contact us.

---
Best Regards

Editor
Pakistan Journal of Life and Social Sciences (PJLSS)
Email: editor@pjlss.edu.pk

On 2023-02-03 06:15, N.H. Haryanti wrote:

Dear Editor PJLSS,
 
Please find the attachment of my paper for your review for publication in PJLSS.
 
Best regards,
 
Dr. Haryanti

Review Report (PJLSS-23-110062).pdf
509K

N.H. Haryanti <ninishadiharyanti@ulm.ac.id> Mon, Jun 5, 2023 at 3:24 PM
To: editor@pjlss.edu.pk

Dear Editor PJLSS,

Please find the revision version attached with the accompanying reviewer response sheet of reviewer comments. 

Thank you,

N. H. Haryanti <ninishadiharyanti@ulm.ac.id>

mailto:editor@pjlss.edu.pk
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/2/?ui=2&ik=7a56e94632&view=att&th=1887b80d6752c5c2&attid=0.1&disp=attd&safe=1&zw
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Dr. Haryanti

Review Report pjlss-22-110062
 

Manufacture of Biobriquettes from Alaban (Vitex pubescens) Biomass Waste and
Rubber Seed Shells using Damar Resin Adhesive 
 
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to review the article titled “Manufacture of Biobriquettes
from Alaban (Vitex pubescens) Biomass Waste and Rubber Seed Shells using Damar Resin
Adhesive.” Overall writing is good, however there are some major issues that need to be
addressed to make it publishable. 
 
What are the specific environmental benefits of using biomass-based briquettes?
 
Response: Attempted to answer in revised file.
 
 How do the waste-based briquettes compare to traditional commercial briquettes in terms of
performance and cost-effectiveness? 
 
Response: Attempted to answer in revised file.
 
 
Are there any potential drawbacks or limitations to using waste-based briquettes as an alternative
fuel source? 
 
Response: Attempted to answer in revised file.
 
 
Here are some suggestions to improve your article. 
 

1. It would be helpful to provide a brief summary or introduction at the beginning of the text to give
readers an overview of the study and its findings. This would make it easier for readers to
understand the purpose and significance of the research without having to read the entire text. 

Response: provided.
 

2. Including a section on the potential economic and environmental benefits of using waste-based
briquettes as an alternative fuel source would make the text more compelling and persuasive. This
could include information on the cost-effectiveness of producing briquettes compared to traditional
fossil fuels, as well as the positive impact on reducing greenhouse gas emissions and other
environmental pollutants. 

Response: provided.
 
3. The text could benefit from links that are more explicit to the practical applications of the
research. For example, providing information on how these waste-based briquettes could be used
in specific industries or contexts, or highlighting the potential for commercialization and widespread
adoption of this technology, would make the research more relevant and impactful. 
 
Response: provided.
 
4. The text needs major improvement and grammatical corrections that help the reader to better
understand, currently the article does not fulfil the formal request on a good level. 
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Response: provided.
[Quoted text hidden]
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Letter of Acceptance (PJLSS-23-110062)
2 messages

editor@pjlss.edu.pk <editor@pjlss.edu.pk> Wed, Jun 14, 2023 at 10:01 AM   
To: N.H. Haryanti <ninishadiharyanti@ulm.ac.id>

Dear author/s: N H Haryanti, Nova Annisa, Hafiizh Prasetia, Suryajaya, Nida Humaida, Nurhalimah, and 
Anny Sulaswatty

It is a great pleasure to inform you that, after the peer review process, your article, "Manufacture of Biobriquettes
from Alaban (Vitex pubescens) Biomass Waste and Rubber Seed Shells using Damar Resin Adhesive," has been
accepted and considered for publication in the Pakistan Journal of Life and Social Sciences. 

The article will be published in Volume 21, Issue 1, 2023. 

Thank you for submitting your work to this journal. We hope you submit other articles in the future.

---
Best Regards

Editor
Pakistan Journal of Life and Social Sciences (PJLSS)
Email: editor@pjlss.edu.pk

On 2023-06-13 20:17, N.H. Haryanti wrote:

Dear Editor PJLSS,
 
I have made revisions as per requested by the reviewer. Please see attached bot file of revision and response
sheet and below the reviewer comments response.
 
Dr. Haryanti
 

Review RESPONSE SHEET Report 2
 
Manufacture of Biobriquettes from Alaban (Vitex pubescens) Biomass Waste
and Rubber Seed Shells using Damar Resin Adhesive 
 
The reviewer expresses gratitude for the opportunity to review the article titled "Manufacture of
Biobriquettes from Alaban (Vitex pubescens) Biomass Waste and Rubber Seed Shells using
Damar Resin Adhesive." While acknowledging the overall quality of the writing, the reviewer
points out significant issues that need to be addressed to ensure its suitability for publication. 
 
The reviewer highlights several critical points that are still missing.
 
 Firstly, research gap is still not properly highlighted. Use recent studies to strengthen your
arguments. 
 

N. H. Haryanti <ninishadiharyanti@ulm.ac.id>

mailto:editor@pjlss.edu.pk
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REPLY:  Research gap is highlighted as advised.
 
Secondly, the reviewer recommends incorporating a section that specifically discusses the
environmental benefits of using biomass-based briquettes. They suggest comparing waste-based
briquettes with traditional commercial briquettes in terms of performance and cost-effectiveness.
It is also important to address any potential drawbacks or limitations associated with waste-based
briquettes as an alternative fuel source. 
 
REPLY:  Section is improved as advised.
 
Furthermore, the reviewer suggests highlighting the potential for commercialization and
widespread adoption of this technology would enhance the relevance and impact of the
research. 
REPLY:   improved as advised.
 
No study is without limitations. Add these as well along with research directions for upcoming
studies. 
REPLY:   improved as advised.
 
Lastly, the reviewer emphasizes the need for significant improvement in the text, including
grammar, structure, and clarity. They recommend thoroughly revising and proofreading the article
to eliminate any grammatical errors and enhance its overall readability. Fulfilling these formal
requirements is crucial to improving the quality of the article.  
REPLY:   improved as advised.
 

 

On Wed, Jun 7, 2023 at 1:00 PM <editor@pjlss.edu.pk> wrote:

Dear Dr. Haryanti, Greetings 

Thank you for sending us your revised file and the response sheet to the reviewer's comments. You have
incorporated major comments. However, there are still a few corrections needed in your file to go ahead with
publication. Please refer to the attached file. Highlight all changes in green color so that we can track them. 

You can resubmit your revised file before 30 June 2023. 

---
Best Regards

Editor
Pakistan Journal of Life and Social Sciences (PJLSS)
Email: editor@pjlss.edu.pk

On 2023-06-05 17:24, N.H. Haryanti wrote:

Dear Editor PJLSS,
 
Please find the revision version attached with the accompanying reviewer response sheet of reviewer
comments. 
 
Thank you,
 

mailto:editor@pjlss.edu.pk
mailto:editor@pjlss.edu.pk
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Dr. Haryanti
 

Review Report pjlss-22-110062
 

Manufacture of Biobriquettes from Alaban (Vitex pubescens) Biomass Waste
and Rubber Seed Shells using Damar Resin Adhesive 
 
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to review the article titled "Manufacture of
Biobriquettes from Alaban (Vitex pubescens) Biomass Waste and Rubber Seed Shells using
Damar Resin Adhesive." Overall writing is good, however there are some major issues that
need to be addressed to make it publishable. 
 
What are the specific environmental benefits of using biomass-based briquettes?
 
Response: Attempted to answer in revised file.
 
 How do the waste-based briquettes compare to traditional commercial briquettes in terms of
performance and cost-effectiveness? 
 
Response: Attempted to answer in revised file.
 
 
Are there any potential drawbacks or limitations to using waste-based briquettes as an
alternative fuel source? 
 
Response: Attempted to answer in revised file.
 
 
Here are some suggestions to improve your article. 
 

1. It would be helpful to provide a brief summary or introduction at the beginning of the text to
give readers an overview of the study and its findings. This would make it easier for readers
to understand the purpose and significance of the research without having to read the entire
text. 

Response: provided.
 

2. Including a section on the potential economic and environmental benefits of using waste-
based briquettes as an alternative fuel source would make the text more compelling and
persuasive. This could include information on the cost-effectiveness of producing briquettes
compared to traditional fossil fuels, as well as the positive impact on reducing greenhouse
gas emissions and other environmental pollutants. 

Response: provided.
 
3. The text could benefit from links that are more explicit to the practical applications of the
research. For example, providing information on how these waste-based briquettes could be
used in specific industries or contexts, or highlighting the potential for commercialization and
widespread adoption of this technology, would make the research more relevant and
impactful. 
 
Response: provided.
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4. The text needs major improvement and grammatical corrections that help the reader to
better understand, currently the article does not fulfil the formal request on a good level. 
 

Response: provided.

On Fri, Jun 2, 2023 at 5:47 PM <editor@pjlss.edu.pk> wrote:

Dear Dr. Haryanti, Greetings 

Thank you for sending in your research paper for review, with the topic "Manufacture of Biobriquettes
from Alaban (Vitex pubescens) Biomass Waste and Rubber Seed Shells using Damar Resin Adhesive."
This email is to let you know that the review assessment committee has suggested major changes to
your research article. In the attached files, every remark is clearly mentioned. Please note that significant
revisions are required. In case all suggested changes are not incorporated, the paper will be rejected.

Make a careful effort to include all the modifications suggested by the reviewers. Do not forget to highlight
all the changes in the revised document. You can submit the revised article before June 13, 2023. 

If you need any assistance, feel free to contact us.

---
Best Regards

Editor
Pakistan Journal of Life and Social Sciences (PJLSS)
Email: editor@pjlss.edu.pk

On 2023-02-03 06:15, N.H. Haryanti wrote:

Dear Editor PJLSS,
 
Please find the attachment of my paper for your review for publication in PJLSS.
 
Best regards,
 
Dr. Haryanti 

PJLSS-23-110062 (LOA).pdf
420K

N.H. Haryanti <ninishadiharyanti@ulm.ac.id> Wed, Jun 14, 2023 at 2:34 PM
To: editor@pjlss.edu.pk

Dear Editor PJLSS,

Thank you very much for the acceptance of my manuscript for publication in PJLSS. I 
am waiting for the galley proof and concerning for next step publication.

Dr. Haryanti
[Quoted text hidden]

mailto:editor@pjlss.edu.pk
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Camera-ready Copy (PJLSS-23-110062)
3 messages

editor@pjlss.edu.pk <editor@pjlss.edu.pk> Tue, Jun 20, 2023 at 1:18 PM   
To: N.H. Haryanti <ninishadiharyanti@ulm.ac.id>

Dear Dr. Haryanti, Greetings

After completing the publication process, we are pleased to share that your paper is now ready for final publication
in the “Pakistan Journal of Life and Social Sciences (PJLSS)," Vol. 21, Issue. 1. You are requested to verify the
attached PDF camera-ready copy of your article for all the details are correct and let us know if any changes are
required. It is requested to submit your comments for your article until 23 June 2023 to proceed with your paper for
final publication.

Note: Feedback received after 23 June 2023 will not be entertained, and this PDF will be considered final for
publication. Please also check your title and affiliations; no further changes will be entertained once the paper is
published.

---
Best Regards

Editor
Pakistan Journal of Life and Social Sciences (PJLSS)
Email: editor@pjlss.edu.pk

On 2023-06-14 16:34, N.H. Haryanti  wrote:

Dear Editor PJLSS,
 
Thank you very much for the acceptance of my manuscript for publication in PJLSS.
I am waiting for the galley proof and concerning for next step publication.
 
Dr. Haryanti

On Wed, Jun 14, 2023 at 10:01 AM <editor@pjlss.edu.pk> wrote:

Dear author/s: N H Haryanti, Nova Annisa, Hafiizh Prasetia, Suryajaya, Nida Humaida, Nurhalimah, and 
Anny Sulaswatty

It is a great pleasure to inform you that, after the peer review process, your article, "Manufacture of
Biobriquettes from Alaban (Vitex pubescens) Biomass Waste and Rubber Seed Shells using Damar Resin
Adhesive," has been accepted and considered for publication in the Pakistan Journal of Life and Social
Sciences. 

The article will be published in Volume 21, Issue 1, 2023. 

Thank you for submitting your work to this journal. We hope you submit other articles in the future.

---
Best Regards

Editor
Pakistan Journal of Life and Social Sciences (PJLSS)

N. H. Haryanti <ninishadiharyanti@ulm.ac.id>

mailto:editor@pjlss.edu.pk
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Email: editor@pjlss.edu.pk

On 2023-06-13 20:17, N.H. Haryanti wrote:

Dear Editor PJLSS,
 
I have made revisions as per requested by the reviewer. Please see attached bot file of revision and
response sheet and below the reviewer comments response.
 
Dr. Haryanti
 

Review RESPONSE SHEET Report 2
 
Manufacture of Biobriquettes from Alaban (Vitex pubescens) Biomass Waste
and Rubber Seed Shells using Damar Resin Adhesive 
 
The reviewer expresses gratitude for the opportunity to review the article titled "Manufacture
of Biobriquettes from Alaban (Vitex pubescens) Biomass Waste and Rubber Seed Shells
using Damar Resin Adhesive." While acknowledging the overall quality of the writing, the
reviewer points out significant issues that need to be addressed to ensure its suitability for
publication. 
 
The reviewer highlights several critical points that are still missing.
 
 Firstly, research gap is still not properly highlighted. Use recent studies to strengthen your
arguments. 
 
REPLY:  Research gap is highlighted as advised.
 
Secondly, the reviewer recommends incorporating a section that specifically discusses the
environmental benefits of using biomass-based briquettes. They suggest comparing waste-
based briquettes with traditional commercial briquettes in terms of performance and cost-
effectiveness. It is also important to address any potential drawbacks or limitations
associated with waste-based briquettes as an alternative fuel source. 
 
REPLY:  Section is improved as advised.
 
Furthermore, the reviewer suggests highlighting the potential for commercialization and
widespread adoption of this technology would enhance the relevance and impact of the
research. 
REPLY:   improved as advised.
 
No study is without limitations. Add these as well along with research directions for upcoming
studies. 
REPLY:   improved as advised.
 
Lastly, the reviewer emphasizes the need for significant improvement in the text, including
grammar, structure, and clarity. They recommend thoroughly revising and proofreading the
article to eliminate any grammatical errors and enhance its overall readability. Fulfilling these
formal requirements is crucial to improving the quality of the article.  

mailto:editor@pjlss.edu.pk
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REPLY:   improved as advised.
 

 

On Wed, Jun 7, 2023 at 1:00 PM <editor@pjlss.edu.pk> wrote:

Dear Dr. Haryanti, Greetings 

Thank you for sending us your revised file and the response sheet to the reviewer's comments. You have
incorporated major comments. However, there are still a few corrections needed in your file to go ahead
with publication. Please refer to the attached file. Highlight all changes in green color so that we can track
them. 

You can resubmit your revised file before 30 June 2023. 

---
Best Regards

Editor
Pakistan Journal of Life and Social Sciences (PJLSS)
Email: editor@pjlss.edu.pk

On 2023-06-05 17:24, N.H. Haryanti wrote:

Dear Editor PJLSS,
 
Please find the revision version attached with the accompanying reviewer response sheet of reviewer
comments. 
 
Thank you,
 
Dr. Haryanti
 

Review Report pjlss-22-110062
 

Manufacture of Biobriquettes from Alaban (Vitex pubescens) Biomass
Waste and Rubber Seed Shells using Damar Resin Adhesive 
 
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to review the article titled "Manufacture of
Biobriquettes from Alaban (Vitex pubescens) Biomass Waste and Rubber Seed Shells
using Damar Resin Adhesive." Overall writing is good, however there are some major
issues that need to be addressed to make it publishable. 
 
What are the specific environmental benefits of using biomass-based briquettes?
 
Response: Attempted to answer in revised file.
 
 How do the waste-based briquettes compare to traditional commercial briquettes in
terms of performance and cost-effectiveness? 
 
Response: Attempted to answer in revised file.
 
 
Are there any potential drawbacks or limitations to using waste-based briquettes as an
alternative fuel source? 

mailto:editor@pjlss.edu.pk
mailto:editor@pjlss.edu.pk
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Response: Attempted to answer in revised file.
 
 
Here are some suggestions to improve your article. 
 

1. It would be helpful to provide a brief summary or introduction at the beginning of the
text to give readers an overview of the study and its findings. This would make it easier
for readers to understand the purpose and significance of the research without having to
read the entire text. 

Response: provided.
 

2. Including a section on the potential economic and environmental benefits of using
waste-based briquettes as an alternative fuel source would make the text more
compelling and persuasive. This could include information on the cost-effectiveness of
producing briquettes compared to traditional fossil fuels, as well as the positive impact on
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and other environmental pollutants. 

Response: provided.
 
3. The text could benefit from links that are more explicit to the practical applications of
the research. For example, providing information on how these waste-based briquettes
could be used in specific industries or contexts, or highlighting the potential for
commercialization and widespread adoption of this technology, would make the research
more relevant and impactful. 
 
Response: provided.
 
4. The text needs major improvement and grammatical corrections that help the reader to
better understand, currently the article does not fulfil the formal request on a good level. 
 

Response: provided.

On Fri, Jun 2, 2023 at 5:47 PM <editor@pjlss.edu.pk> wrote:

Dear Dr. Haryanti, Greetings 

Thank you for sending in your research paper for review, with the topic "Manufacture of Biobriquettes
from Alaban (Vitex pubescens) Biomass Waste and Rubber Seed Shells using Damar Resin
Adhesive." This email is to let you know that the review assessment committee has suggested major
changes to your research article. In the attached files, every remark is clearly mentioned. Please
note that significant revisions are required. In case all suggested changes are not incorporated, the
paper will be rejected.

Make a careful effort to include all the modifications suggested by the reviewers. Do not forget to
highlight all the changes in the revised document. You can submit the revised article before June 13,
2023. 

If you need any assistance, feel free to contact us.

---
Best Regards

Editor
Pakistan Journal of Life and Social Sciences (PJLSS)

mailto:editor@pjlss.edu.pk
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Email: editor@pjlss.edu.pk

On 2023-02-03 06:15, N.H. Haryanti wrote:

Dear Editor PJLSS,
 
Please find the attachment of my paper for your review for publication in PJLSS.
 
Best regards,
 
Dr. Haryanti 

194-204.pdf
406K

N.H.Haryanti <ninishadiharyanti@ulm.ac.id> Tue, Jun 20, 2023 at 2:51 PM
To: editor@pjlss.edu.pk

Dear,
Please make correction to author name.
Thank you,

Dr. Haryanti
[Quoted text hidden]

editor@pjlss.edu.pk <editor@pjlss.edu.pk> Wed, Jun 21, 2023 at 9:00 AM   
To: N.H. Haryanti <ninishadiharyanti@ulm.ac.id>

Dear Dr. Ninis, Greetings

Please find attached the final copy with corrections and confirm for uploading. 

---
Best Regards

Editor
Pakistan Journal of Life and Social Sciences (PJLSS)
Email: editor@pjlss.edu.pk

[Quoted text hidden]

194-204.pdf
407K
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